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ABSTRACT— 

Converting handwritten documents into digitized versions is a valuable project that leverages deep learning and neural networks, key components of image 

recognition in machine learning. This project offers a practical application of image processing skills by transforming pixel data into meaningful images. Utilizing 

the IAM dataset, which includes a vast collection of handwritten documents, allows for effective training and testing of machine learning models. Key steps include 

preprocessing the documents, applying image segmentation, noise reduction, and feature extraction to prepare the data for machine learning models. Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) are particularly suited for this task, as they can automatically identify relevant patterns in images. 

This project provides hands-on experience in building, training, and evaluating neural network models. Critical steps include tuning hyperparameters, optimizing 

network architectures, and experimenting with different configurations to achieve accurate digitization. Additionally, transfer learning can be explored to leverage 

pre-trained models for faster convergence and improved performance. Overall, this project serves as an excellent introduction to deep learning, neural networks, 

and logistic regression within the context of image recognition. It also contributes significantly to document digitization and archiving, with potential future 

directions including advancements in deep learning architectures and novel applications in historical and forensic document analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Handwritten documents are prevalent in various sectors, including healthcare, where doctors often write prescriptions by hand. These handwritten 

prescriptions can be challenging to interpret, leading to errors in medication administration and delays in patient care. Digitizing handwritten documents, 

particularly medical prescriptions, can significantly enhance the accuracy, efficiency, and accessibility of patient information. By converting these 

handwritten prescriptions into digital text, healthcare providers can streamline patient management processes, reduce the risk of errors, and improve 

overall healthcare delivery, ultimately leading to better patient outcomes.This transformation enhances operational efficiency and reduces administrative 

burdens. Ultimately, it contributes to improved patient outcomes and overall healthcare quality. 

This project focuses on developing a system to convert handwritten doctor prescriptions into digitized text using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 

Unlike generic handwriting recognition systems, this project targets specific medical terms found in prescriptions. By training the model on a dataset of 

25 classes, each representing terms like "medicine," "tablets," and "syrups," the system can accurately interpret and digitize these terms from handwritten 

input. This targeted approach enhances recognition accuracy and ensures the system is finely tuned to the specific vocabulary used in medical 

prescriptions.. 

The implementation of this system involves several key steps. Initially, a large dataset of handwritten medical terms is collected and preprocessed to 

standardize the input for the CNN model. The model is then trained using this dataset, employing techniques such as data augmentation to improve its 

robustness and accuracy. The trained model is capable of recognizing and converting handwritten medical terms into their digital counterparts, thus 

facilitating easier storage, retrieval, and analysis of prescription data. 

Overall, the digitization of handwritten medical prescriptions using CNNs offers a promising solution to the challenges faced in healthcare due to the 

reliance on handwritten documents. By improving the accuracy of prescription interpretation and reducing administrative burdens, this system can 

contribute to better patient outcomes and more efficient healthcare services. The successful deployment of such a system could pave the way for broader 

applications of handwriting recognition technologies in other domains, further demonstrating the potential of CNNs in solving real-world problems. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Automatic Handwritten Digit Recognition on Document Images Using Machine Learning Methods" by Akkireddy Challa, provides a comprehensive 

overview of traditional and deep learning approaches for handwritten digit recognition. Early methods, such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 

and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) combined with classifiers like Support Vector Machines (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), relied 

heavily on handcrafted features and extensive preprocessing. The advent of deep learning, particularly Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), 

revolutionized the field by enabling automatic feature learning. State-of-the-art CNN architecture including LeNet-5, AlexNet, VGGNet, ResNet, and 

InceptionNet, have significantly enhanced recognition accuracy. 

[2] Handwritten Text Recognition using Deep Learning" by Batuhan Balci, Dan Saadati, and Dan Shiferaw, focuses on the application of CNNs, 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks, and Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) for Handwritten 

Text Recognition (HTR). The paper reviews the effectiveness of CNNs in capturing spatial hierarchies in images and the ability of RNNs and LSTMs to 

model temporal dependencies in handwriting sequences. 

It also discusses the integration of attention mechanisms to improve model performance and the trend towards end-to-end trainable models. The use of 

various datasets, such as the IAM Handwriting Database, and the challenges of handling handwriting variations and noisy inputs are also examined. The 

paper underscores the potential of transfer learning and domain adaptation in enhancing HTR tasks. 

Overall, the paper provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art techniques in Handwritten Text Recognition using Deep Learning. By 

exploring the strengths and limitations of different neural network architectures and methodologies, it offers valuable insights into the advancements and 

challenges in this field. Additionally, the discussion on dataset selection and model optimization strategies contributes to guiding future research directions 

for improving the accuracy and robustness of HTR systems. 

[3] Automated Handwritten Text Recognition" by R.P. RamKumar, A. Chandra Prasad, K. Vishnuvardhan, K. Bhuvanesh, and Sanjeev Dhama, 

provides an in-depth exploration of deep learning techniques, specifically focusing on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), for Automated 

Handwritten Text Recognition (AHTR). The study illuminates the formidable challenges presented by variations in handwriting styles, image 

quality, and noise, all of which significantly impact the accuracy and reliability of AHTR systems in practical applications. 

The proposed AHTR framework outlined by the authors comprises several key stages, including image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature 

extraction, training, and testing. By meticulously integrating these stages, the authors aim to develop a robust AHTR system capable of accurately 

deciphering handwritten text across diverse datasets. Leveraging widely used datasets such as the IAM Handwriting Database and RIMES, the authors 

conduct comprehensive training and testing processes to evaluate the efficacy of their proposed framework, achieving promising accuracy rates that 

demonstrate the viability of CNN-based approaches for AHTR. 

Moreover, the paper underscores the broad spectrum of potential applications for AHTR, spanning historical preservation, data entry, accessibility, 

education, and fraud detection. By elucidating the practical implications of AHTR technology, the authors highlight its transformative potential in various 

domains, emphasizing the importance of ongoing research and development efforts to address existing challenges and further enhance the capabilities of 

AHTR systems. In conclusion, the paper serves as a valuable contribution to the burgeoning field of automated handwritten text recognition, offering 

insights, methodologies, and avenues for future exploration and advancement. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The system design for digitizing handwritten doctor prescriptions involves several key components, including data collection and preprocessing, model 

training, and a user-friendly web interface for uploading and processing images. Below is a detailed overview of each component: 

1. Data Collection and Preprocessing : 

For effective handwritten text recognition, the process begins with data collection and preprocessing. First, a diverse dataset of handwritten images 

representing the 25 medical terms is collected and organized into folders, each corresponding to one of the 25 classes. Preprocessing involves converting 

all images to grayscale for uniformity, resizing them to a fixed size of 128x128 pixels to standardize input dimensions, and normalizing pixel values to 

the range [0, 1] to enhance model training performance. This standardized preprocessing pipeline ensures consistency and improves the overall accuracy 

and efficiency of the recognition model. 

2. Model Training : 

The model training process begins with the design of a neural network architecture, specifically using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) due to its 

effectiveness in image recognition tasks. A sequential model is designed with multiple convolutional layers, each followed by max-pooling layers to 

reduce dimensionality and extract relevant features. To enhance classification accuracy, fully connected dense layers are included, along with dropout 

layers to prevent overfitting. The dataset is then split into training and testing sets, and the model is compiled using an optimizer such as Adam and a loss 

function like sparse categorical crossentropy. Training is conducted using the training data, while validation data is used to monitor performance and 

mitigate overfitting. Additionally, early stopping is implemented to halt the training process when validation performance ceases to improve, ensuring an 

optimal balance between model accuracy and efficiency. 
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3. Web Interface : 

The web interface consists of both frontend and backend components designed for user-friendly interaction and efficient processing of handwritten 

prescription images. The frontend, developed using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, features an intuitive drag-and-drop area for users to upload prescription 

images, and displays the digitized text results directly on the web page. The backend, built with Flask, handles the core operations by loading the trained 

model and label encoder to predict characters. It processes the uploaded images by converting them to grayscale, resizing, and normalizing, then predicts 

the terms and returns the digitized text to the frontend. 

 

 

Fig 1.1 Process Flow 

IV. RESULTS 

i) Uploading image in the website 

 

ii) Select image from the folder 

 

iii) Predicted result will be shown in website 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The development of a system for digitizing handwritten medical prescriptions using deep learning and computer vision techniques represents a significant 

advancement in healthcare technology. This project successfully addressed the challenges associated with interpreting and digitizing handwritten medical 

terms, improving efficiency and accuracy in medical documentation. 

By employing a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained on a dataset of handwritten medical terms, the system achieves high accuracy in classifying 

and digitizing these terms. The comprehensive design methodology, which included detailed requirement analysis, robust system design, and iterative 

implementation, ensured the development of a reliable and user-friendly application..  

The integration of a web interface for image uploads and a backend server for processing and inference provides an accessible and efficient tool for users. 

The frontend, developed with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, offers a seamless user experience, while the backend, powered by Flask, Keras, and supporting 

libraries, ensures robust and scalable performance.  

Through rigorous testing, including unit, integration, and user acceptance tests, the system's reliability and accuracy were validated. The deployment on 

a cloud platform ensures scalability and availability, making the system practical for real-world application. 

In conclusion, this project demonstrates the potential of deep learning and computer vision to transform handwritten medical prescriptions into digitized 

records efficiently and accurately. The system not only enhances the accuracy of medical documentation but also reduces the time and effort required for 

manual transcription, contributing to improved workflow in healthcare settings. This project serves as a foundation for further advancements in medical 

document digitization, paving the way for more integrated and automated healthcare solutions. 
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